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DESCRIPTION
The Big John Pocket Rocket is a Vintage ‘Tube Style’ overdrive eﬀect. It’s the ‘most conventional’ Big John Eﬀect. With Volume, Tone and Gain
controls + a great extra "clipping mode" switch to add a slight touch of modern overdrive in asymmetrical mode.
This all in one little & beautiful box!
For „intended“ eﬀects use any guitar or bass and put the Pocket Rocket in your signal chain where it works best for you. Make sure to try
diﬀerent setups to see what you like best! It likes Hammond organs, vintage analog synths and even digital piano’s, too!

OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS
More Control - sets the output level of the eﬀect.
Tone Control - high freq contol, adds bite or makes sound less harsh.
Dirt Control - adjusts the amount of overdive.
Switch - add a slight touch of modern overdrive in asymmetrical mode.
Bypass Footswitch - Selects whether the Pocket Rocket is engaged or bypassed. The corresponding LED will be lit when the pedal is engaged, and
dark when bypassed.
INPUT Jack - This 1/4” jack is the audio input to the Pocket Rocket.
OUTPUT Jack - This 1/4” jack is the audio output from the Pocket Rocket.
When the Pocket Rocket is in bypass mode, the OUTPUT jack is connected to the INPUT jack. So, this is a True Bypass pedal!
9Vdc Connector- for 9Vdc power supply same as used by Boss or a Truetone OneSpot... (9VDC)
This pedal doesn’t work with battery!

WARRANTY INFORMATION
Our pedals are designed to survive. We oﬀer limited warranty for 5 years on electronics and 2 months on footswitches and pots. Do not hesitate
to contact us in the unlikely case your pedal stopped working! john@bigjohnmusic.com
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